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sync chair

model	 style	 seat	height	 seat	overall	 distance		 backrest										 overall	size
	 	 	 	 between	arms	

SN6302	 Task	Chair	 16”–	21”	 19”w	x	19”d	 19.5”	 16.5”w	x	21.5”h	 25”w	x	25”D	x	37.5	-	42.5”h

SN6302M	 Medium	Height	Stool	 19”–	26”	 19”w	x	19”d	 19.5”	 16.5”w	x	21.5”h	 25”w	x	25”D	x	40.5	-	47.5”h

Note: Fabric available on seat only. 

sync



Today’s work environment is becoming more intricate each day 

and greater demands are being placed on the products that 

furnish them.

Enter SYNC the new generation task chair economically   

bringing together function and form.

This dynamic chair includes all the required task chair        

functions, comfort, ergonomic support, adjustable seat height, 

depth adjustable back, multifunctional arms with syncro  

movement all as a standard.  

Its thin profile and mesh back adds to its minimalist look, while 

its small footprint makes sure it is suitable for all today’s work 

areas. 

in	today’s	office
The	new	standard	

AT A GLANCE 

Model:	SN6302,	SN6302M

Seat	height:	16”–	21”

Seat	overall:	19”w	x	19”d

Distance	between	armrests:	19.5”

Backrest:	16.5”w	x	21.5”h

Colors:	Back	mesh	is	always	black,	seat	is	
standard	in	black	fabric.	(com	available)

Features:	Fully	adjustable	arms,		
adjustable	lumbar	support,	tension		
control,	adjustable	seat	depth.

QuickShip:	Available	in	black	only.		
Product	generally	ships	within	7		
business	days	from	receipt	of	order.

sync

 

SN6302 Sync Chair:
Meet	the	chair	that	changes	with	
your	mood.			Sleek,	Stylish	and	Easy	
to	operate	in	the	seated	position.	
Adjustable	back,	tension	control	
and	multifunctional	arms	are	just	
a	few	components	that	make	this	
chair	all	about	you.		With	numerous	
seating	positions	this	comfortable	
chair	has	endless	possibilities.

SN6302M Sync Stool
Sync	stool	is	available	in	medium	
height	incorporating	the	same	fea-
tures	and	adjustments	as	the	Sync	
task	chair.

Mesh Back

Contours and supports the back for maximum  
ergonomic support. Mesh material allows for  
ventilation and the dissipation of body heat.

Fully Adjustable Arms

Armrests with soft arm pads can be adjusted 
into a number of positions from width to height 
and they even rotate. 

Adjustable Seat Depth

The adjustable back enable the seat depth to 
be controlled enabling both smaller and larger 
people to sit comfortably.

Tension Adjustment

The tension to the synchron type mechanism 
enables the chair to comfortably support people 
of differing weights.

Upholstered Seat

Soft and plush, the comfortable upholstered  
seat provides longer hours of comfortable  
sitting. The waterfall front edge of the seat  
helps reduce stress to your legs.

to order call 1.800.631.1186 or visit valofurniture.com
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